Do you have up to six years of international research experience as a postdoc* and an exciting project that fits the MDC’s mission? Then consider coming to Berlin! The MDC is recruiting excellent junior scientists for independent group leader positions, preferentially via the Helmholtz Young Investigator Group Program. We are also looking forward to applications from candidates who are aiming for other funding instruments to establish their group, such as the Emmy Noether Program (DFG), the Sofja Kovalevskaja Award (Alexander von Humboldt Foundation) or an ERC starting grant.

**WE OFFER**
- Early scientific independence and generous co-funding
- Onboarding support and continuous mentoring
- 5+4 year contract scheme according to our junior group guidelines
- Close collaboration with universities

**CONTACT**
Dr. Cornelia Maurer, MDC Science Management
+49 30 9406 3141, maurer@mdc-berlin.de
www.mdc-berlin.de

*We will consider your academic age.*
Max Delbrück Center: Our Mission

The Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine in the Helmholtz Association (MDC) in Berlin is one of the world’s leading biomedical research institutes. Scientists working at this center elucidate the molecular mechanisms of health and disease; they aim to provide new tools for early diagnoses and targeted therapies for patients as well as to prevent healthy people from getting sick.

MDC researchers come from some 60 different countries. They benefit from state-of-the-art infrastructure including omics and imaging facilities as well as a highly collaborative and vibrant scientific environment within the MDC, in the Berlin region and beyond. Particularly close are the partnerships with the Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin with the Berlin Insitute of Health (BIH), and the German Center for Cardiovascular Research (DZHK).